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Facial expression recognition has been predominantly utilized to analyze
the emotional status of human beings. In practice nearly frontal-view
facial images may not be available. Therefore, a desirable property of
facial expression recognition would allow the user to have any head pose.
We show in our paper a new method to recognize arbitrary-view facial
expressions by using discriminative neighborhood preserving embedding
and multi-view concepts.

Given n training images with C classes, denoted as X = [⃗x1, . . . , x⃗n] ∈
RD×n, based on class labels, we construct the intra-class and inter-class
sets Ωwi

p and Ωbw
p of x⃗p, where p = 1, . . . ,n. The former contains intra-

class x⃗q (q = 1, . . . ,kwi) nearest neighboring to x⃗p, while the latter con-
tains inter-class x⃗r (r = 1, . . . ,kbw) nearest neighboring to x⃗p. We fur-
ther design an intrinsic graph Gwi = {X,Vwi} that preserves the intrinsic
structure of intra-class samples, and a penalty graph Gbw = {X,Vbw} that
describes the margin across inter-class boundaries.

(1) To preserve the similarity of intra-class samples, the similarity
matrix Vwi for the intrinsic graph Gwi can be obtained by minimizing the
following formulation,

εwi(X) = ∑
p
∥ x⃗p − ∑

x⃗q∈Ωwi
p

vwi
p,q⃗xq ∥2, (1)

with the constraint ∑q vwi
p,q = 1, where vwi

p,q in Vwi is the weight of the edge
from x⃗p to x⃗q.

Given U ∈ RD×d, the sample x⃗p is transformed to this space via y⃗p =
UT x⃗p ∈ Rd×1, where d is the dimensionality of this space. Therefore, the
sample y⃗p can be represented as a linear combination of its neighbors with
the corresponding coefficients vwi

pq as follows,

εwi(Y) = ∑
p
∥ y⃗p − ∑

y⃗q∈Ωwi
p

vwi
p,q⃗yq ∥2= UT SwiU, (2)

where Swi =X(I−Vwi)(I−Vwi)T XT represents the local geometric struc-
ture of intra-class samples.

(2) The penalty similarity matrix Vbw can be obtained by minimizing
the following formulation,

εbw(X) = ∑
p
∥ x⃗p − ∑

x⃗r∈Ωbw
p

vbw
p,r⃗xr ∥2, (3)

with the constraint ∑r vbw
p,r = 1, where vbw

p,r in Vbw represents the weight
of the edge from x⃗p to x⃗r with different class labels.

To maximize the boundary of samples of different class labels, U can
be obtained by maximizing the following function,

εbw(Y) = ∑
p
∥ y⃗p − ∑

y⃗r∈Ωbw
p

vbw
p,r⃗yr ∥2= UT SbwU, (4)

where Sbw = X(I − Vbw)(I − Vbw)T XT represents the local geometric
structure of inter-class samples.

Maximum margin criterion [3] was proposed to maximize the margin
between classes after dimensionality reduction. Additionally, it does not
suffer from the small sample size problem. U can be obtained accordingly
by the following function,

U = argmax{UT SbwU−ηUT SwiU}, (5)

with the constraint UT XXT U = 1, where η is the balancing factor that
adjusts the second term to ensure a positive objective function.

In practice, multi-view facial expression recognition aims to recog-
nize facial expressions with arbitrary views. Here, we simply suppose

that there are N views for each sample. Given the samples with the ith
view (i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}), they are denoted as Xi. From Eqn.5, we can obtain
the formula Ai = (Sbw

i −ηiSwi
i ) of the ith view with respect to Xi. Thus

Eqn.5 can be revised as follows,

[U1, . . . ,UN] = argmax
N

∑
i=1

µiUT
i AiUi, (6)

with constraints ∑i UT
i XiXT

i Ui = 1, where the positive term µi is includ-
ed to bring the balance between multiple objectives. Eqn.6 embeds the
respective objective function of each view into one common function of
all views, but still loses the correlation of samples with distinct views.

Multiset canonical correlation analysis (MCCA) [4] was proposed to
search the correlation vector for multiple sets. According to MCCA and
the formulation of closeness in [1], we define the objective function that
maximizes the correlation between samples with the same expression la-
bel yet on all views and meanwhile minimizes the covariance of samples
with the same view label, as follows,

[U1, . . . ,UN] = argmax
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1, j ̸=i

UT
i MiMT

j U j, (7)

with the constraint ∑N
i=1 UT

i XiXT
i Ui = 1, where Mi is the class mean ma-

trix of samples on the ith view.
Based on two objective functions (6) and (7), we can obtain the com-

pleted formulation as follows,

[U1, . . . ,UN] = argmax
N

∑
i=1

{µiUT
i AiUi +

N

∑
j=1, j ̸=i

αi, jUT
i MiMT

j U j}, (8)

with the constraint ∑N
i=1 βiUT

i XiXT
i Ui = 1, where µi, αi, j and βi are bal-

ancing parameters in which adjust the importance of terms in the objec-
tive function and constraint item. Through this formula, we can obtain
discriminative feature space of facial expression Ui in each view.

Emotion Classification: Our aim is to match two face images with
the same or different facial expression label in different views. Partly mo-
tivated by cross-view classification [2], we design the mean-correlation
maximization classifier to classify the sample x⃗ as follows,

h(⃗x) = max
c

(mean
c

(max
i
{corr(UT

i Xi,c,UT
i x⃗)}N

i=1)), (9)

where Xi,c represents training samples of the cth facial expression label
with the ith view, corr represents Pearson’s linear correlation coefficien-
t operator, N is the number of views, mean and max are the mean and
maximum value operator, respectively.

Conclusion: Our method firstly captures the discriminative property
of inter-class samples. In addition, it explores the closeness of intra-class
samples with arbitrary view in a low-dimensional subspace.
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